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&lt;p&gt;The game utilizes the in-house IW 4.0 game engine, which is claimed to 

be a generation beyond the &#128516;  capabilities of the engine used in Call of

 Duty 4.[35] Although proprietary, the game is based on an unspecified id &#1285

16;  Tech engine, and can accommodate larger worlds, enhanced graphic detail, an

d more efficient rendering.[36] Infinity Ward has addressed the issue &#128516; 

 of enemies that continually respawn at different points of a level.[37] The dev

eloper demonstrated that the game engine uses a &#128516;  &quot;dynamic AI&quot

;, which has replaced the infinite respawn system and allows enemies to act more

 independently. These &quot;smarter&quot; enemies are &#128516;  designed to act

ively seek out and drive the player forward through a level, and can break away 

from set behaviors &#128516;  such as following a designated route in order to a

ttack. The player cannot depend on enemies to be found in &#128516;  the same lo

cations as a previous play-through because enemies will behave differently each 

time a level is played.[38]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The original teaser &#128516;  trailer confirmed that the game&#39;s ti

tle of Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 was officially shortened to just Modern Wa

rfare &#128516;  2.[63] After photographs of the official retail boxes were post

ed by Robert Bowling, Activision confirmed that the standard-edition Modern Warf

are &#128516;  2 packaging would feature the Call of Duty brand logo in order to

 reflect the game&#39;s association with the Call &#128516;  of Duty franchise.[

38] It is speculated that the decision was influenced by findings that brand awa

reness for the game was &#128516;  significantly lower without the Call of Duty 

logo.[65] However, the developers still prefer to simply call the game Modern Wa

rfare &#128516;  2 as they consider it a new IP.[66] The menus in the game also 

refer to the title as simply &#128516;  Modern Warfare 2.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Retail versions&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Famitsu named Modern Warfare 2 as the number one game on the top 10 vid

eo games sold &#128516;  in 2009, beating games such as Metal Gear Solid 4, Unch

arted 2: Among Thieves, Halo 3 and Grand Theft Auto &#128516;  IV.[137] It also 

gave the game a score of 39/40, being one of the few Western games released in J

apan &#128516;  to have the same score as Grand Theft Auto IV.[138] In 2011, rea

ders of Guinness World Records Gamer&#39;s Edition voted &#128516;  Simon &quot;

Ghost&quot; Riley as the 40th-top video game character of all time.[139]&lt;/p&g

t;
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